John Jacob Jingleheimer Schmidt
John Jacob Jingleheimer Schmidt,
His name is my name too.
Whenever we go out,
The people always shout,
“There goes John Jacob Jingleheimer Schmidt!”
Dah-dah-dah-dah,-dah-dah-dah!

Repeat the verse, whispering all the lines until the shout.

The Thpider and The Thpout
The blathted, bloomin' thpider
Thipped up the bloomin' thpout;
Down came the bloomin’ rain
And wathed the thpider out;
But then the bloomin' thun appeared
And dried up all the rain,
And the blathted, bloomin' thpider

The Flea Fly Song

One flea fly flew up the flue, and the other flea fly flew
down.
Oh, one flea fly flew up the flu, and the other flea fly flew
down.
Oh, one flea fly flew up the flue, and the other flea fly flew
down.
Oh, one flea fly flew up the flue, and the other flea fly flew
down
They were only playing flu fly!
They were only playing flu fly!
They were only playing flu fly!
In the springtime and the fall.

Frankenstein

(Tune: Clementine)
In a castle, on a mountain
Near the dark and murky Rhine,
Dwelt a doctor, the concoctor
Of the monster, Frankenstein.
Oh my monster oh my monster,
Oh my monster, Frankenstein,
You were built to last forever,
Dreadful scary Frankenstein.
In a graveyard near the castle,
Where the moon refused to shine,
He dug for noses and for toeses
For his monster, Frankenstein.

Deep and Wide
Deep and wide, deep and wide, there's a fountain flowing
deep and wide.
Deep and wide, deep and wide, there's a fountain flowing
deep and wide.

Sing the words as written the first time through.
Then, instead of saying the word 'deep', make a gesture
(one hand above the other) to show depth.
The next time through the song, also show 'wide' by
spreading hands out to the side for width.
Continue with 'fountain' (make a fountain-like gesture) and
'flowing' (make a rippling gesture with hands moving from
one side to the other at chest level). Make sure to
remember to say the words, “there’s, and, a”

My Uncle
My Uncle roasted a kangaroo,
Gave me the gristly end to chew.
That wasn’t a very nice thing to do.
To give me the gristly end of a kangaroo to chew.

Black Socks
Black socks, they never get dirty,
The longer you wear them the stronger they get.
Sometimes I think I should wash them,
But something inside me says No no not yet

